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VOTE: Do you use
a private exchange?
WATCH: The State of Ad Tech
SEE: Programmatic explained
in a single graphic

Get on the
programmatic
train, or get run
over by it
“It does not matter if you want the world to be programmatic; it
will be, whether you want it or not,” TradeDesk CEO Jeff Green
told the 2014 INMA World Congress …
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here is no shortage of superlatives when it
comes to programmatic advertising.
“It is doing for the ad world what the automated assembly line did for the automobile
manufacturing industry,” former agency
executive Richard Tso declared last year on
adotas.com.
“Programmatic platforms are on pace to
fundamentally reshape the entire digital advertising landscape,” predicted Business-Insider’s 2014 Programmatic Advertising Report. “Programmatic technologies are helping
ad buyers find the right audience at the right
price at the right time.”
“It has evolved into an integral part of an
overall media strategy,” AOL senior advertising vice president Doug Boccia told Forbes.
To be sure, there are still hurdles to be
cleared, such as viewability, lack of understanding, fraudulent views and sites, inventory
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quality, technological complexity, and concerns about transparency (what am I buying,
where, from whom, and at what price?).
“Fortunately, these ‘bad’ sides to programmatic are more like road bumps than
insurmountable obstacles,” said Yoni Levy,
managing director of global creative agency
Digitaland. “They’re natural to any fledgling
marketing technology, however major and
potentially dominating, and there will naturally be ways to either tackle them head on
or circumvent them.”
Technological improvements are happening so fast that what is a problem today is
often solved tomorrow, or so it seems. “I think
the one thing we’ve seen in this marketplace
is that as technology evolves, what used to
take a year or two to happen is, in some cases, happening by the quarter,” Hearst Magazines Digital Media senior vice president/
chief financial officer Todd Haskell told Folio.

The ubiquitous use of programmatic is
sounding, well, inevitable
“It does not matter if you want the world to
be programmatic,” TradeDesk CEO Jeff Green
told the 2014 INMA World Congress. “It will
be, whether you want it or not.”
The inevitable may, in fact, already be here.
A 2014 survey of US-based global publishers by the Interactive Advertising Bureau
(IAB) and Winterberry Group found that an
incredible 98.2 per cent have some form of
programmatic sales strategy in place, and
more than half said their strategy was “aggressive.”

“It is clear that
programmatic
advertising
strategies have paid
dividends for US
publishers.”
Patrick Dolan
Interactive Advertising Bureau chief operating officer
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“Programmatic advertising has gotten a
lot of hype in the past 12 to 24 months, but
it’s finally fair to say that today, holdouts on
participation are proving the exception, not
the norm,” said eMarketer analyst Lauren
Fisher. “2014 has proven a pivotal year, and
with the majority of infrastructure now laid
and testing well in progress, we’ll see programmatic ad spending explode from 2015
into 2016.”

Statistics substantiate the optimism
Programmatic growth was projected to be dramatic in the US in 2014. And indeed it was: By
the end of the year, it looked like almost 50 per
cent of US digital display advertising would be
programmatic, a growth rate of nearly 140 per
cent, to more than US$10 billion, according to
eMarketer.
At Forbes, for example, programmatic revenue has doubled two years in a row, reaching 30 per cent of the publisher’s revenue,
according to Folio.
The financial numbers are impressive,
but even more so is the growing adoption of
programmatic by the key players in the field:
publishers, marketers, and agencies.
A 2014 AdExchanger survey of publishers,
marketers, and agencies found that more than
a quarter manage a minimum of 60 per cent
of their digital media programmatically. And
two-thirds plan to manage at least 40 per cent
programmatically within a year. Agencies are
way ahead of the others, with more than 25
per cent managing a stunning 80 per cent of
their media programmatically.
“The promise of ‘programmatic everywhere’ is on the verge of being realised,” said
IAB chief operating officer Patrick Dolan. “It
is clear that programmatic advertising strategies have paid dividends for US publishers.”

The future looks even brighter
Two strategies — private exchanges and programmatic direct deals — have made major
publishers and brands more comfortable with
programmatic portend. The growth of both accelerated in 2014. To wit, private exchange sales
is on pace to hit 42 per cent of programmatic
ad expenditures by 2016, according to eMarketer while open exchange sales will flatten
and non-programmatic ad sales will plummet
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Programmatic
advertising is as
simple (and as powerful)
as leveraging rich consumer
behaviour data (which publishers
never had access to before) to
guide marketing strategies in
personalised ways that offer
a much greater chance of
advertising campaign
success.

from 47 to 17 per cent of the total, according to
strategic media investment company Magna
Global.
Programmatic ad spending will increase
another 47.9 per cent next year and will double 2014’s total by 2016, reaching US$20.41
billion, or 63 per cent of US digital display
advertising, according to eMarketer.
That wasn’t the only 2014 study documenting the growth and projected dominance of
programmatic.

Three-quarters of advertisers use programmatic
In a survey of 25 brands, 96 agencies and 56
publishers, AOL discovered that three-quarters of advertisers are using programmatic to
buy display ads and roughly half use it to buy
both mobile ads and video ads. Only eight
per cent are not using programmatic at all.
Looking ahead, almost 90 per cent of
brands and advertisers plan to increase their
video and display spending by as much as 50
per cent, according to AOL. Advertisers plan
to increase their use of programmatic display
by nearly 60 per cent, the study found.
Magna Global projected programmatic

Programmatic
in a nutshell
Programmatic advertising is the automated
sale of individual ad impressions to targeted
consumers or groups of consumers chosen
by advertisers for demographic or behavioural
characteristics that indicate they are qualified
leads. The purchases are formulated by
humans but executed by computers in less
than 100 milliseconds.
There are three players in the programmatic
game:
•Ad exchanges or Supply Side Platforms
(SSPs) run by publishers offering ad inventory
•Demand Side Platforms (DSPs) which
agencies and advertisers use to connect to
multiple ad exchanges or SSPs where they
can view inventory and price and set up bids
•Third-party data vendors who aggregate data
from online publishers to help advertisers
target consumers by demographic, interest
and purchase intent
Through Real Time Bidding (RTB), advertisers
bid on individual impressions according to the
monetary value they place on the consumer
being targeted.
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spending to exceed US$32 billion by 2017,
double where it is today.
Major brands are also increasingly jumping
on the bandwagon. In a paradigm-busting
announcement in mid-2014, mega consumer
brand Proctor & Gamble announced it would
convert 70-75 per cent of its digital advertising purchases to programmatic. American
Express pledged to switch 100 per cent of its
digital ad spend to programmatic advertising.
In short, programmatic appears not only
inevitable, but it may also soon be commonplace. “Two or three years from now, I can’t
imagine a marketing decision being made
without using programmatic,” supply side
platform company Sovrn Holdings Inc CEO
Walter Knapp told Folio.

Programmatic not catching on everywhere
While the trend is exploding in the US, UK,
Canada, Australia and France, it is not taking
off in other countries. The aforementioned IAB/
Winterberry Group study found one-third of
US-based global publishers have no plans in
place for programmatic strategies in their nonUS markets.
“While programmatic is massive for us
in the US, there are actually quite a lot of
markets around the world where it’s pretty
much unheard of,” BBC Worldwide senior vice
president of sales operations Tom Bowman
told Digiday. “It may stay like that for some
time in some places due to their culture and
the way they do business.”
More than half of publishers and adver-

“Two or three years
from now, I can’t
imagine a marketing
decision being
made without using
programmatic.”
Walter Knapp, CEO
Supply side platform company sovrn CEO speaking to Folio
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tisers said the biggest problem in countries
outside of the US and UK is the “availability of
third party data,” according to the IAB survey.
“The existence of a market for third party
data — the ability to licence information, to
supplement your own data set, the ability of
a market where you can transact all sorts of
programmatic resources, and the availability
of technology that’s geared to the use cases
that you are looking to deploy, are actually
much more substantial barriers,” Winterberry Group managing director Jonathan
Margulies told FIPP.
“Not to downplay the bigger picture impact regulation may have, but on a day-to-day
basis, wherever you are doing business, regulation, at the very least, is clearly laid out,”
said Margulies. “For the most part, people
know what it allows and what it restricts. If
there is no data to use, or the toolset available
can’t support multiple languages or use cases,
these are much more meaningful concerns.”

Without open markets and third-party
data, programmatic won’t work
Take China, for example. “When you go out
and talk to the publishers and technologists
about where they see long-term potential,
China comes up all the time, because of the
size of the market,” said Margulies. “And if all
of programmatic is rolled back to the concept
of audience building — China is out there as a
jewel waiting to be captured.
“But when you look at it through the
critical lens and evaluate all the criteria —
is it a free open market place where data is
exchanged very freely? Not exactly,” said
Margulies. “Is it a market that is open and
transparent to contributions from technologists and business leaders from abroad? Not
always. There is optimism over the next few
years that the broader global trend and the
march of technology will open new doors
there. Right now the conditions aren’t exactly
right for practitioners to see an immediate
return on their investment.”
The other challenges holding back programmatic advertising in both the US (not
many) and elsewhere also include the lack of
agreement on what it actually means.
A Wall Street Journal survey of CMOs
found that nearly a quarter feel they did not
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understand programmatic advertising well
enough to use it, The survey also found that
some marketers still have the perception that
programmatic is simply a way to buy space
on the cheap.
Another hurdle is the fear on the part of
sales staffs that using programmatic means
eliminating sales jobs or reducing commissions.

Programmatic leverages rich consumer
data
Programmatic advertising is as simple (and
as powerful) as leveraging rich consumer
behaviour data (which publishers never had
access to before) to guide marketing strategies
in personalised ways that offer a much greater
chance of advertising campaign success.
Even better, it gives advertisers previously unimagined insights into consumer
behaviour and wishes. Thanks to powerful
data-capturing technology, consumers are
transmitting signals back to brands about
what they like and don’t like, what they’re
willing to pay for and what they’re not, and
what they are looking for right now.
Advertisers can thus craft and deliver
highly refined messages with substantially
better odds of converting the consumer into
a customer.
After launching a campaign, programmatic also generates data feedback enabling
advertisers to see what worked and what
didn’t, enabling them to modify campaign
assumptions in real time based on real results.

Programmatic enables targeting
Similarly, programmatic enables advertisers to
directly target competitors’ customers, crosssell additional services to existing customers,
and match messaging and environments.
Advertisers increased their ROI by 30 to
50 per cent using programmatic advertising
strategies to reach specific users with target
characteristics, according to a study by global
business consulting firm Boston Consulting
Group (BCG).
For publishers, advertisers, and agencies,
the decision about using programmatic in an
ad campaign is akin to planning a trek across
the Sahara and being offered a compass and
a map: Who wouldn’t say, “Yes”?

Isn’t programmatic about robots replacing humans?
Well, yes. In a good way.
“Robots” can now save humans from the
tedious, inefficient, error-prone ad insertion
order process.
Those robots can also analyse data about a
billion times faster than humans.
But robots cannot think creatively. Robots
cannot imagine, create, plan, strategise, manage, tweak, and enhance creative campaigns.
Human intelligence will always be required
when it comes to creativity, strategy, and
interpreting data.
“Even the most advanced programming
does not give machines imagination or creativity,” said Austin Dicharry, director of
marketing at ProgrammaticAdvertising.org.
“The software used for automatic advertising
does the low-status work that people used to
do up until now. Today, machines deal with
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ad tags and sending insertion orders to publishers. However, people are still needed for
optimising campaigns and to plan strategies
for the long-term and the shorter-term tactics
to carry out the strategy.”

Programmatic “frees up very smart people from grunt work”
And, because it is automated, programmatic
saves time and money and frees up creative
staff and sales people to do what they do best:
Develop creative solutions to advertiser’s problems. It “frees up very smart people… from
grunt work,” Clear Channel CEO Bob Pittman
told TheDrum.
“There’s no way we are eliminating our
sales teams,” Rick Welch, Condé Nast programmatic sales head, told attendees at the
2014 FIPP/VDZ/eMediaSF Digital Innovation
Summit in Berlin. “It’s a synonym for automation, a better booking mechanism, not a
back door to lower rates. It frees up time for
our buyers and sellers to be more creative.”
Publishers and advertisers using programmatic advertising are also discovering
that their relationship must continue to be
personal.
As recently as 2012, pundits were saying
“this is all going to be automated, you won’t
need sales people,” BBC Worldwide’s senior
vice president of sales operations Tom Bowman told Digiday. “But it’s perfectly apparent that’s not the case. You still have to have
relations between the buy side and the sell
side. It also wasn’t very long ago that people
said private marketplace deals would never
catch on, yet they are, because it turns out to
be quite a good way to do business.”

Machines can’t think innovatively
“I think the technology is great, but the innovative ideas behind the ads are always going
to need to be there,” Condé Nast CatalystDesk
general manager Alanna Gombert told Folio.
“There’s never going to be a plug-and-play
creative storyboard that happens in real time.”
“The sales teams are beginning to embrace
programmatic,” said Winterberry Group’s
Margulies. “They are seeing it as an opportunity to expand their market – to sell more at
higher prices. The notion that the machines
were going to take over and render the sales
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“The notion that
the machines were
going to take over
and render the sales
people redundant
has been cast aside.”
Jonathan Margulies,
managing director Winterberry Group

people redundant has been cast aside for the
most part.”

Programmatic’s downward pressure on
CPMs is changing
One of the strongest objections to programmatic advertising by publishers was the issue
of price depression. With bidding, ad inventory
initially went to the lowest bidder, and bidders
were not bidding high. The focus was on price
and price alone.
But that’s changing.
Programmatic’s downward pull on CPM
prices is actually being reversed lately by
a desire for the quality audience of a quality brand and quality content. “The private
marketplace is definitely changing things
a lot, and so that’s why we’re talking about
the dual forces affecting CPMs right now,”
Jessica Sanfilippo, media director at agency 360i, told NativeMobile.com. “In a way,
programmatic has largely been populated
by the long tail. But that’s changed with the
emergence of private marketplaces and more
premium publishers willing to open up their
high-profile inventory onto the exchanges.
Those prices on the private exchanges will
be somewhere between the open exchange
and what you would get if you went publisher
direct, so we are definitely seeing a shift.”

No one here knows anything about programmatic!
Neither do most publishers. And ad directors.
And that’s a big problem.
Un- or under-educated sales teams need a
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leader well-versed in programmatic to, initially, eliminate fear and then teach the staff
(and the publishing company’s advertisers)
how to integrate programmatic into sales
campaigns.
The Economist Group, for example, was
still coping with some confused or hostile
sales staff in 2014, including some so opposed
to programmatic that they tried to dissuade
advertisers from using programmatic.
So the Economist Group hired two “programmatic experts” to educate internal sales
staff. The experts focused on appealing to
self-interest: the elimination of hated drudgery, and the increase in time for conceptualising campaigns and going on sales calls.
Those “experts” also work with advertisers,
agencies, and trading desks to set up “pure
play” programmatic campaigns that take
advantage of the high-quality inventory on
Economist Group sites.

There’s a steep learning curve
“We’ve come to learn there is a very steep institutional learning curve that we need to go
through before we can say we are programmatic-enabled and our sales team is comfortable selling and executing programmatically,”
Ashwin Sridhar, Economist Group vice president of online advertising, told Digiday. “We’re
not there yet.”
Without training, sales staffs are slow to
integrate programmatic. “If you don’t have
those skill sets, you can find all sorts of reasons why you shouldn’t be having that engagement,” Mike Kisseberth, chief revenue
officer at TechMedia Network, told Folio.
“They need to be able to speak the language
so that they can confidently engage those buyers. That’s a gap that many traditional sellers
have that needs to be trained and developed.”
Like the Economist Group, Hearst employs
a team of “sales engineers”. Over at Condé
Nast, digital ad chief Alanna Gombert merged
her sales and programmatic teams to reduce conflict and realise time savings. “This
evolved as a time-saving advantage for both
buyers and sellers,” Gombert told Digiday.
“We don’t see any difference between buying
programmatic and direct.”
Beyond training, publishers must start
compensating sales staff for working with
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Programmatic advertising
“frees up some very smart
people… from grunt work.”
Bob Pittman, CEO
Clear Channel speaking to The Drum
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Programmatic advertising
“frees up time for our
buyers and sellers to be
more creative.”
Rick Welch, programmatic sales head
Condé Nast, speaking to the 2014 Digital Innovation
Summit in Berlin

advertisers on integrating programmatic
into campaigns. “You’re better off setting
yourself up to win instead of fighting it,” an
advertising executive at a leading publisher
told AdWeek.
If publishers do not train sales staffs in
programmatic, some of the savings will be
lost to increased payroll to continue to hire
programmatic specialists. Instead of being
able to send one salesperson to a meeting with
a client or agency, that salesperson would
have to be accompanied by an expert who
“speaks programmatic.” Maintaining the
division would also encourage competition
instead of collaboration.

Private networks: How to protect your
brand and grow CPMs
Private, closed exchanges (Private Marketplaces or PMPs) still take advantage of the
efficiencies and automation of programmatic
sales but protect the brand and raise CPMs by
offering high-quality content and high-quality audiences exclusively to brand-friendly
advertisers.
A private network also offers a controlled,
predictable, quality environment plus a much
higher degree of transparency and oversight,
and publishers like Hearst, Tribune Publishing, and Future Publishing have set up their
own PMPs.
eMarketer expects private marketplace

selling to reach US$3.3 billion by 2016.
A good number of publishers have figured
this out. Fifty per cent of the top US 50 publishers have made private exchange sales,
BrightRoll founder/CEO Tod Sacerdoti told
the 2014 BrightRoll Video Summit.

PMP Problems: Plumbing and attitude
Publishers who’ve created PMPs report
compatibility problems between their PMP
supply side platform and the demand side
platforms their select buyers use, and those
disconnects cause problems in the execution
of the ad impressions.
“Getting the parts to work together is often
a big challenge,” Weather Channel programmatic director Daniel Young told Digiday.
“There are a lot of technologies, and each of
them is trying to build the whole buy side or
sell side one-stop shop, so there’s an element
of control.”
Another problem facing PMPs is that advertisers expect the same massive audience
and same bargain basement prices they get on
the open exchanges. PMPs are all about smaller, higher-quality audiences on safe, reputable sites, but until advertisers and agencies
abandon the price-driven, bargain-hunting
attitude, PMPs won’t reach their potential.

Fraud: Fake clicks and fake impressions
One of the most serious problems with pro-
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is a very steep institutional
learning curve.”
Ashwin Sridhar, vp of online advertising
Economist Group, speaking to Digiday
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“There’s never going to be
a plug-and-play creative
storyboard that happens
in real time.”
Alanna Gombert, general manager
Condé Nast Catalyst Desk, speaking to Folio

grammatic is fraud, which is linked to the
lack of transparency.
“Face clicks and fake impressions are
rampant,” said Exchange Wire global editor Ciaran O’Kane. “We are at a crisis point.
Brand ads appearing on dodgy torrent sites
and indeed unsuitable political sites happens
every 100 milliseconds.
In a 2013 study, DoubleVerify uncovered
elaborate advertising fraud activity on more
than 1,200 suspected websites that together
were defrauding online advertisers an estimated $6.8 million per month.
“The ad impressions from this traffic are
‘laundered’ through a complex series of redirects that make the ads appear as though
they originated on legitimate sites containing
advertiser-friendly content,” according to the
DoubleVerify report.
(Please see our chapter on Digital Ad
Fraud.)

Transparency
Yet another concern giving some advertisers
pause is the lack of full transparency. Advertisers are told too little about what they are
buying and for how much. A 2014 Forrester
survey for the Association of National Advertisers last year found that transparency is one
of the biggest concerns of brand advertisers
who worry that agency trading desks and
other third parties siphon off as much as 50

to 75 per cent of the revenue.
The automated nature of programmatic has
advertisers and agencies anxious to know as
much about exactly what inventory and what
audiences they are purchasing, at what price,
and with what results.
Advertisers and agencies want to know:
price, placement, audience, and, most importantly, audience insight.
Data about impressions, click-through
rates, and engagement times are all nice, but
don’t tell the complete or actionable story
made possible by programmatic advertising.
Advertisers and their agencies must be provided with data such as the demographic data
and geographic location of the best customers,
as well as the highest performing times of day
and days of the week.
“At a minimum, audience insight can be
used in the design process of each campaign.
It also is useful in identifying previously unknown audiences, influencing media buys
in other channels like print and TV, and in
guiding the development of partners and new
offerings,” Eric Bosco, CEO of demand-side
company ChoiceStream, wrote on AdExchanger.
If a publisher discovers at the beginning
of an ad campaign that females, for example,
are the predominant purchasers, that information can be shared with the advertiser or
agency and the campaign can be tweaked to
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test combinations — testing age, income and/
or interests paired with a female focus.
Similarly, programmatic results data might
show the highest conversion rates to be in
suburban communities and on Sundays and
Mondays between 8 and 10am and 7 and
10pm.
“Transparency is not for the machines; it’s
for people,” Bosco wrote. “The data needs to
be presented in a way that will tell a story to
the people who read it.”

But if native advertising is the future, isn’t
programmatic irrelevant?
Faced with two immutable trends — programmatic and native advertising — the advertising
industry is hell-bent to put each in the service
of the other.
“The idea that native can’t be programmatic is based on a fundamentally short-sighted
view of what native is,” Former kbs+ Ventures
director Taylor Davidon told the Digiday Programmatic Summit. “‘Native’ is whatever ad
unit we have to create to fit the massive sites
that we’ve made tremendously popular.”
Given the success and popularity (and
high CPMs) of native advertising, it is in the
industry’s self-interest to develop ways to
make it work programmatically. We know
what makes native work — relevant content
and intent targeting. When combined with
limited inventory and first-party data, great
native advertising can make the reader’s experience personal, relevant and useful…and
successful for both parties, the reader and
the advertiser.

“The idea that
native can’t be
programmatic
is based on a
fundamentally
short-sighted
view.”
Taylor Davidon, Former director
kbs+ Ventures, speaking to the Digiday Programmatic Summit
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With so much at stake, it’s no wonder companies have sprung up to make it happen.
Dennis Publishing in the UK signed a contract in 2014 with native advertising company Respond to provide “off the shelf” native
advertising formats for Dennis advertisers,
especially smaller companies that do not have
creative departments but want to be part of
the native advertising boom.
In the US, Condé Nast teamed up with
programmatic firm RadiumOne to blend its
programmatic and native advertising.
“[Programmatic native advertising] is
enabling publishers to package up their
content by effectively taking an advertorial
mould, taking the content they create on
behalf of a brand or content they’ve already
created which a brand is sponsoring, packaging that up into an ad unit that might
have a social feed in it, a content feed or a
competition, and essentially creating an
engaging content experience for the user,”
Janmohamed told .

What is the future of programmatic?
“It’s not just ‘let’s buy advertising at the most
efficient price’,” Jonathan Margulies, managing director of marketing consultancy
Winterberry Group, told FIPP. “It’s also about
‘let’s capture and apply data so we can build
new audience segments and learn more about
them and create better targeted offers for them.
These things aren’t strictly advertising, but
they rely on much the same fundamental infrastructure.”
This has heralded a new buzz term – “use
cases” which programmatic can serve. “There
is a whole array of different use cases, progressively more strategic and business focused than advertising, which have sprung
up. So we use programmatic marketing with
an asterisk.”
Programmatic advertising firm Adform
sees more personalisation and rich media:
“The increase in both engagement rate and
time throughout the year point to another
significant trend: a shift in programmatic
campaigns from performance and retargeting campaigns to more personalised and
awareness-raising campaigns, as evidenced
by stronger demand for rich media inventory
and higher engagement rates and times.”
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The Social Media
Conundrum.
Is Sharing all
that is cracked
up to be?

T

And if it is, how do we get around the new content and business
models it requires? Will it deliver the digital revenues that the
web did not

32

Everyone is at it, but what is the optimal quantity-quality-revenue
cost test to measure you are getting it right? How do you match
audiences with assets? Should you choose a single social
network or be everywhere for everyone? And how do you stop
the anarchy of the masses from driving and dictating editorial
decisions? There are answers and prescriptions…but they may
surprise you. Read on and do share them.
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Mags on stage
are a hit.
But are events
W risk-free cash
cows waiting to
be milked?

EvEnts
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Is mobile the
seventh medium?

35

his is the “Year of Mobile”.
Seriously.
Forget all those other years that were declared “Year of Mobile” dating back to 2005
when former Yahoo mobile strategist Russell
Beattie apparently coined the phrase.
Well, to be fair, there was a gap in the use
of the moniker in 2006-07 — CNET called
2006 the “Year of Mobile Malware” and CNN
called 2007 the “Year of Mobile TV”. But since
2007, every year has been declared the “Year
of Mobile” by an ever-increasing number of
prognosticators.
But this year is really it. Hey, if Papau New
Guinea will get close to 100 per cent of all its
web traffic from mobile, wouldn’t you say the
“Year of Mobile” had finally arrived?
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Sometimes what might look like certain winners turn out to be busts.
How do you prevent lack of communication between editorial and
advertising from dooming a conference? How do you stop expenses
from getting out of control? And how do you prevent misjudging
potential audiences that can result in empty halls?

hat do you call it when a trend becomes a
tidal wave?
For the last three years, publishers could
see social media networks encroaching on
search engines in driving traffic to their magazine websites. Few, however, foresaw the
speed and magnitude of the transition in 2014.
What had been a race turned into a rout
in a matter of months. It wasn’t so much a
tipping point as an avalanche.
As recently as January 2012, organic search
from Google, Yahoo, Bing and other search
engines drove more than 51 per cent of all
traffic to all websites while social media drove
barely 10 per cent, according to the “Social
Media Traffic Report” from content amplifi-
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Has everything
been done
before?

Or are there still
ways and means
to fold, unfold,
stretch, compress
or place your mag
in the hands of new
audiences?

Offbeat
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he imaginations of creative magazine media
people never cease to amaze.
Last year we had magazine pages you could:
• Eat to taste a new soda flavour
• Plant to grow wild flowers
• Use to recharge your mobile phone
• Connect to as an internet router
• Use to dial an advertiser’s phone number
• Watch videos, and
• Wash if they got dirty
In earlier editions of this report, we have
covered magazines printed on cereal boxes,
Frisbees, T-shirts, tin cans, and toilet paper.
We have found covers that became video
games, or smelled like chocolate or Brazilian
barbecue.
We discovered the world’s tallest magazine
(Visionaire at two meters tall), and the world’s
most expensive magazine (Kohl’s out of the
UAE with a cover coated in 91 grams of gold
and encrusted with 622 diamonds at a price
of US$10,000).
In 2014, the creative geniuses didn’t let up.
While there were no gold-and-diamonds
covers, there were pages you could:
• Read on banana skins
• Use to track the whereabouts of your child
• Get on restroom paper towels
• Smell a world-famous artist’s body scent
• Use to pop-out two coffee cups complete
with instant coffee grounds
Magazine media in 2014 also created pop-up
radio stations and pop-up stores selling goods
recommended by their celebrity editors.

ost publishers do not have hundreds of advertisers queuing up on the street, praying
for the chance to buy expensive advertising
inventory that has already been sold out.
But some publishers do have waiting lists of
hundreds of consumers clamouring to spend
thousands of dollars to attend the magazine’s
sold-out seminars and summits.
Welcome to the red-hot world of events.
Some publishers are reaping millions of
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dollars
in event income,
representing as much
as 20 per cent of total revenues.
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It’s the platform,
stupid. And the
user. And the
device. And the
context. And the
moment.
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Advertising innovation today is all about the
optimisation of mobile to match the platform, user,
time, place, and device

A

year from now (perhaps even sooner), magazine media publishers will be slapping themselves on their heads saying, “How could we
have been so stupid?!”
Why?
Because far too many magazine media publishers in 2014 have been completely blind to
their own lack of vision and innovation when
it comes to an advertising strategy for mobile
platforms.
Many, if not most, magazines’ mobile advertising “strategies” still consist of simply
squeezing the same (mostly ineffective) banner
ads that run on their desktop sites onto a screen
that is a fraction of the size of the desktop.
And when — surprise, surprise — those
“mobile ads” don’t work, publishers and ad
directors tend to leap to the conclusion that
mobile advertising is worthless.
Without a strategy and without doing the
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